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As I want to establish my own mineral water plant in Bokaro,Jharkhand RAJA SANTOSH SINGH PRESENTATION ON
MINERAL WATER PLANT IDEA Published in: Small Business & Entrepreneurship . Business Plan.

Rural population is not using the packaged water. Total numbers of working hours : 48 5. He will also be
looking after the accounting of the company. Water is filtered next and passes through dosing pump-III, where
anti scallant is added. Team spirit will be promoted in order to ensure unity in the organization  Many times
their products are not available in the market. White Wave Mineral Water offers Pure Mineral Water at very
cost-effective priecs to ensure satisfaction of the customers. We will also give good working conditions and
commissions to freelance sales agents that we will recruit from time to time. It is healthy-friendly and highly
effective for those people who are suffering from high blood pressure. It prevents scaling of membrane from
calcium, magnesium and biological growth. Therefore, the sales are good in rainy season. Employees in the
organization will be treated as such that they feel that they are working in their own organization and not for
some individuals organization. And, best of all, most of its cool features are free and easy to use. Customer
segmentation is based on the following variables: Segmentation Variables 1. Presence is only in south India at
present and that too limited to Karnataka. Ensure that our bottled water is well branded and that all our staff
members wear our customized clothes, and all our official cars and distribution vans are customized and well
branded. Goverment body can also create many types of mineral water plants which helps in cleaning water in
large level. Focus on water distributors and big consumers as key target markets. Marketing Research The Rs.
The main challenge facing the company or any other player in this mineral water industry is that there is no
scope of invention and innovation in the product, which can be added as the additional benefits of the product.
Sand filter Ind 1 0. Every member of the organization should work for a common motive and that is to take the
organization to a higher level. Ozonated Mineral Water Bottle is refreshingly clean, help in eliminating toxin
from body and make healthy and energetic to people. Chain of command will be maintained, each subordinate
will report to his immediate superior. Group activity will be promoted more than individual efforts. Indias 1
billion plus population needs between billion litres a day. Not very economical as water is available for free in
all parts of the country. Marketing Strategy 1. Ultraviolet disinfectant Ind 1 0. Water then passes through
dosing pump-IV, where minerals are added for taste development.


